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Post-Forum Preliminary Report

Executive Summary

This report summarises the events of the two-day Summit on “Broadcast Media
Convention Of Southern Africa 2021”, which took place on Tuesday, November 2 to
Thursday, November 4, 2021, in Cape Town, South Africa, and Online.

The industry summit was set up with a vision for Southern African countries to, through
discussions and collaborations, strengthen capacity in the age of universal media
platforms and content. The event confirmed that accelerated implementation of
digitisation is of vital essence. As Southern Africa holds extremely high potential in
relation to the continent’s broadcast markets, it became apparent that an increase in
resources is necessary to ensure that the digital ecosystem and progression into a
multi-platform environment is on par with global trends.

Over the course of the two days, the Summit provided an unfiltered platform for
broadcasting practitioners to share insights, ideas, experiences and strategies that would
address critical issues and strategies aimed at assisting their peers’ leverage on media
changes by examining how to recognise and overcome obstacles in OTT and the internet
streaming services.

Lastly, practitioners in a�endance, both physical and virtual, agreed that further
discussions and collaboration are needed in order to progress and catch up on global
markets.

Key Topics Covered

● Understand the transformation that is taking place in the broadcasting industry

● Assess the new broadcasting paradigm for a multi-platform, multi-device
environment

● Discover the extent that COVID-19 impacted broadcasters revenues



● Review primacy of content is being leveraged and how delivery platforms

● Address the cost-effective distribution of video services across multiple platforms

Summary of Contribution From Resource Persons

Day One: Broadcast Media Convention Of Southern Africa
2021

Introduction
Mr Cecil Nguvauva, the General Secretary of Southern African Broadcasting
Association (SABA), introduced the event acknowledging the delegates in
a�endance. Nguvauva then invited Mr Benjamin Pius, the Chief Executive and
Publisher at Broadcast Media Africa (BMA), on stage to introduce the Summit.

Pius remarked on the relationship between SABA and BMA, sharing the background
on the birth of the relationship between SABA and BMA and how it developed into
the “Broadcast Media Convention Of Southern Africa”.

Mr Pius acknowledged Resource Persons and the importance of their contribution
towards the success of the event. During his speech, he also recognised Eutelsat, one
of the event sponsors, as well as Sentech, who also collaborated with SABA and BMA
to bring the event to life.

Pius invited Mr Stanley Benjamin Similo, the Director-General Namibian
Broadcasting Corporation and President of SABA. Mr Similo recognised the Chief
Executive Officers and Director Generals of broadcasting organisations in a�endance.
Mr Similo highlighted the broadcaster landscape noting challenges faced, especially
concerning Covid-19. Similo advised broadcasters to remain resilient in their quest to
stay relevant as the industry is often overlooked, especially regarding funding and
government allocations. He urged broadcasters to not lag significantly to
technological advancements.



Mr Similo then officially opened the event, calling broadcasters to live up to their
most tremendous potential.

Mr Cecil Nguvauva chaired the session following Mr Similo’s welcome, providing a
platform for Sentech’s representative to welcome the delegates as the host
organisation. Mr Noto Modungwa, the Manager: Africa Business at Sentech, spoke
on behalf of the organisation, spotlighting the organisation’s work across South
Africa.

Presentation: Satellite - Opportunity To Deliver Cost-Effective
Broadcasting Services In Southern Africa

Presenter: Christoph Limmer, Senior Vice President – Global Business Development
Video, Eutelsat

Eutelsat's Christoph Limmer spoke on his belief in the power of association. "We can
do more together", he remarked.

Limmer provided a presentation based on what he had observed during the past 12
months globally. Limmer highlighted the importance of having a currency within the
broadcasting space for advertiser negotiations during his presentation. He noted that
relying on one form of infrastructure may not be reliable, especially during this
digital era. He advised broadcasters to not rely on the cloud, especially for live
events.

Advertising budgets are moving back from digital to linear television.
Advertising on linear television has more value and far reach compared to digital
stretch. Linear television is powerful.

Research has shown that the ROI on OTT streaming services is less than what is
gained from linear television. Some of the challenges OTT service organisations face,
especially in Africa, is due to limited infrastructure and stable network connectivity
and affordability of the consumer.

Limmer then highlighted the satellite edge over OTT streaming services, noting that
costs are one of the major hindrances to the growth of OTT. Also, he emphasised that



Satellite provides be�er coverage at a lower price and provides higher image quality.

In closing, Limmer noted that linear television would continue to grow as
broadcasters rediscover the value of satellite reception and distribution. Furthermore,
satellite reception is the only multichannel distribution platform across the region
and will more likely remain in the future.

Discussion Panel: Experiences From The Field - How Is The
Broadcasting Landscape Transformed Post-Covid-19?

Moderator: Benjamin Pius, CEO, Broadcast Media Africa

Panellists / Contributors:
With contributions from Sérgio Marcos Chitsembe, who is a Board Member for
Commercial and Marketing at Mozambique Television; Vusigama Khumalo, the
Manager Broadcasting Services, Eswatini Communications Commission;
Kamscilla Naidoo, the Director at Free Women Films; Olivier Louchez, the CEO
and Chairman of Trace; Be Botha the General Manager at Trinity Broadcasting
Namibia (TBN); and Arthur Asiimwe the Director-General at Rwandan
Broadcasting Service, this session looked at the experiences from the field and
how the broadcasting landscape has transformed post-Covid-19.

The panel touched on changes in the broadcasting environment, focusing on the
impact that affects operations. The panellists brought to light operational
changes, which included streamlining, flexibility and downsizing of daily
operations. It was accorded that studios, OB Vans and large teams have become
obsolete.

Contrary to smaller teams, the panel also noted a challenge that relates to digital
migration. According to one of the panellists, although operations have been
running smoothly with less operational staff, large teams need to be retained for
digital migration.

The panel also noted a peek in audience ratings during lockdown due to
audiences watching more tv and interacting on digital platforms. Audiences



wanted diversified content as people spent more time at home due to lockdown
regulations. The panel called for broadcasters to join forces and develop African
digital platforms, allowing competitiveness through a wide variety of offerings.
Africa needs to be independent as a continent and compete against the global
market digital platforms.

Covid-19 brought various opportunities as technologies needed to be improved
in order to adapt to the virtual and digital change.

From a content perspective, creative had to adjust and learn how to film whilst
utilising fewer crew numbers. Also, Covid-19 prompted the use of archived
content.

From a regulator perspective, broadcasters were allowed to broadcast more news
content than the capped content amount. More spectrum was allocated in order
to meet the service demands. The research was conducted globally, where it was
noted that broadcasters started experimenting with remote live production. By
this, costs were decreased as there was less travelling involved.

The panel noted items that need to be considered to create a be�er environment
in the broadcasting environment. The points raised included sharing content
within the African content that is in interest to a�ract familiar advertisers. They
also called for a SABA channel to enable the continent to tell authentic stories.

Lastly, Africa needs to embrace technology and invest heavily in it.

Discussion Panel: Cloud-Based Broadcasting And Streamed Content
Distribution – Experiences, Challenges And Opportunities

Moderator: Benjamin Pius, CEO, Broadcast Media Africa

Panellists / Contributors:
The panellists shared their experiences from their current roles. According to one
of the panellists, the world is still in its early stages of this kind of broadcasting.
The Resource persons also advised the delegates to be highly conscious of



external factors when building their platform. It was also noted that the OTT
streaming field remains unregulated in South Africa, making it easier for any
person to join the environment.

Partnerships were also spotlighted as a strategic way to infiltrate the market.
However, audience demand was also noted as being vital. The Resource Persons
also advised the audience to understand their market in order to be able to
capitalise from revenues raised from advertising.

The panel raised the fact that cloud-based broadcasting holds a lot of commercial
possibilities than linear platforms, and broadcasters should adapt. However, it
was also reiterated that for the feasibility of this change, partnerships are
essential.

The contributors of this session are inclusive of:
- Lungile Binza | Group Executive Technology | SABC
- Mike Aldridge | Broadcast Manager | Cape Town TV (CTV)
- Monde Twala | Senior Vice President & General Manager | ViacomCBS
Networks Africa

Presentation: Understanding Dynamics Of Broadcast Operations
Driven By A Converged, Digital Ecosystem

Presenter: Gilbert Motsaathebe, Professor, University of Johannesburg

Professor Gilbert Motsaathebe's presentations focused on the dynamics of broadcast
operations driven by a converged digital ecosystem. First, the Professor noted how
the broadcasting industry has evolved over the past few years. According to Gilbert,
the converged digital ecosystem has led to an increase in dynamic audience, leading
to a rise in market fragmentation.

During his presentations, he also noted that the audiences have now shifted focus
towards social media whereby they internet on the programmes being broadcasted
on social media platforms.



Motsaathebe also noted challenges to the broadcast business, which included the
expenses that go into investing in good technological infrastructure.

Focusing on public broadcasting services, the Professor noted that these services play
an essential role in Africa concerning servicing the public. And because there is a
high level of inequality, public broadcasting is therefore crucial.

In summary, Motsaathebe advised broadcasters to find meaningful ways to cater to
marginalised and excluded communities who do not have the means to partake in
the current digital space.

Country Reports: SABA Member Country Report On State Of
Convergence Of The Digital Ecosystems

Moderator: Cecil Nguvauva, General Secretary, Namibian Broadcasting Corporation
| SABA

Presenters / Contributors:

Moderated by Cecil Nguvauva, SABA Member countries reported on the state of
convergence in their countries.

Giving a report was Sérgio Marcos Chitsembe, the Board Member for
Commercial and Marketing at Mozambique Television; Kabo Dikolobe from
Botswana Television; Berard Dupres the Chief Executive Officer, Seychelles
Broadcasting Corporation; Stanley Benjamin Similo the Director-General of
Namibian Broadcasting Corporation; Mariana Ribeiro, Member of the Board of
Directors, Angolan Public Television (TPA); Adelaide Chikunguru, Chief
Executive Officer, Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC); and Dyke
Sehloho, the Acting Director-General from Lesotho National Broadcasting
Services.

Each of the countries mentioned above provided a report on the state of their
technological advancement. Emphasis was placed on the state of the Digital
Terrestrial Transmissions projects and their status. The countries further reported



on the state of the DTH capabilities.

Relating to the earlier discussions, the SABA member countries highlighted their
status in satellite transmission and terrestrial transmissions.

In response to the topics mentioned above and their challenges, the a�endees
agreed that the best solution would be collaborations and further networking
within the African continent.

Day Two: Broadcast Media Convention Of Southern
Africa 2021

Introduction
Ms Yonela Nxokwana, the Executive for Product Development at Broadcast Media
Africa, welcomed delegates to day two of the hybrid industry summit by
highlighting what the day would look like leading up to the convention's conclusion.
She then handed over to Mr Pius to introduce the first panel of the day, which he
moderated.

Discussion Panel: Strengthening The Capacity Of Regulators In The
Age Of Ubiquitous Media Platforms

Moderator: Benjamin Pius, CEO, Broadcast Media Africa

Panellists / Contributors:

The discussion was driven by the following panellists as contributors to the topic,
namely Ms Gail Schimmel who joined the session virtually who is the CEO of the
Advertising Regulatory Board in South Africa, Mr Elvis Besa, the Manager of
Technical Broadcasting services who was standing in for Ms Josephine Mapoma
from the Independent Broadcasting Authority of Zambia(IBA) and lastly Mrs
Helene Vosloo who is the Head of Economics and Sector research at the
Communication Regulatory Authority of Namibia (CRAN)



As reflected by recent research, it can be noted that there is a need for industry
stakeholders to collaborate in order to exchange ideas on transformation
triggered by the convergence of television broadcast and internet broadband,
driven by the rapid expansion of information and communication technologies
(ICTs), allowing the boundary between television and the internet to disappear.

The panel discussion on “Strengthening The Capacity Of Regulators In The Age
Of Ubiquitous Media Platforms” brought together the broadcasting industry
watchdogs, which are the regulator’s to pinpoint the regulatory framework the
industry needs in an industry that has become so dynamic in nature, due to
mobile penetration, the internet and modern technologies.

The discussion looked into the convergence of technologies, particularly online
streaming. However, it is kept in mind that Africa still does not have the capacity
to provide access to everyone, especially those in the remote areas of the
continent, to ensure that people have access to the information and knowledge
they need. This, in turn, touched on Telecommunications as a tool to deliver
broadcasting vice versa, where telecommunications is also required to provide
messages. Streaming of broadcast media goes beyond content.

Due to the increase in digital services, the market has had to revise the regulation
to bring it up to speed with the times and trends that are now prevalent. Moving
more to a self-regulatory framework due to the fragmented media that is
available enlarges the scope of the regulator to look into the regulation of social
media. The calls, as mentioned earlier, for the convergence of not only the
markets but also technologies.

The regulators alluded to self-regulation as the more favourable approach in
regulation as it will benefit broadcasters because it will allow for the quick
uptake in changes in law and ethics as opposed to current traditional
broadcasting regulatory frameworks. To conclude, the panellist called on the
industry to coordinate their efforts as a region to be able to tackle OTT streaming
service providers and new media effectively when it comes to ethics and content
governing the sector.



Discussion Panel: Discussion On How Changes In Media
Consumption Pa�erns Are Driving Content Delivery And Access
Mechanisms

Moderator: Benjamin Pius, CEO, Broadcast Media Africa

Panellists / Contributors:

Technological advancements, social media, and mobile phones have affected how
we consume content, from it solely being on radio and television to it being
readily available on multiple screens and devices.

We are at a place where consumers dictate where and how they want to consume
content, meaning that traditional platforms alone are no longer the most viable
business models for the sector. Therefore prompting the panel discussion on
what pa�erns and mechanisms are driving content both from the producers side
of things and broadcasters during the panel discussion on “How changes in
media consumption pa�erns are driving content delivery and access
mechanism”.

The panel featured Ms Celiwe Dlamini, the Commissioning Editor of Eswatini
Television, Ms Nomfundo Matlala, the CEO and Executive Director of Marche
Media and lastly Mr Quniton Fredericks in his capacity as Co-Chairperson of the
Independent Producers Organisations (IPO) as collaborators.

Consumption pa�erns are driving what content is produced and what access
mechanisms are available to drive sustainable content development. However,
from the standpoint of the African solution, the panellists agreed that Africa
should not disregard radio and television as they will continue to be significant
consumption platforms for communities in Africa because of the still dark
regions and regions where the platforms mentioned above are the primary
source of information due to expensive mobile device costs, internet penetration,
electricity etc, which makes it a place where producers and broadcasters should
still be taking into consideration.



It is more about looking at longevity opportunities when developing content by
understanding what the space looks like at this stage to generate content to suit
the type of spaces broadcasters and producers find themselves in. The content
creator owns those spaces.

The new emerging content platforms mean television and radio are losing
advertisers, which goes back to the big elephant in the room, access to funding,
where traditional media is now trying to regain their revenue-generating income.
Moreover, money is in short supply due to the global Covid 19 pandemic and the
creative industry is suffering due to that result. Making content development
more strained in making it commercially viable.

The creative industry, therefore, is a sector that the continent should be looking
at as a means of growing the GDP of its countries, an industry that can help
diversify the economy. The above mentioned can be spearheaded by
broadcasters making it safe for creatives to be comfortable to come in and work
with them to contribute in the business of the arts and should be viewed as such
and not a nice to have.

The panel concluded that broadcasters are both helping and hindering content
delivery and should therefore look to match the rate of content development to
the fast-paced, constantly transforming broadcast market. There are
developments underway that are believed will help create the light at the end of
the tunnel, like the “creative industries masterplan” in South Africa that will set
the blueprint on how the sector is supported or invested in the next 20 to 30
years. Going back to the licensing and regulatory landscape of the sector.
Lobbying governments to invest in the business of content production and not
merely as entertainment in a collaborative manner, which will in return ensure
that the continent develops its own Africa centric playbook.

Panel Discussion On | How Public Broadcasters Are Re-Positioning To
Deliver Digital Content - The SADC TV Channel Experience + Ways For
Broadcasters To Monetise Content In The Digital Ecosystem



Moderator: Benjamin Pius, CEO, Broadcast Media Africa

Panellists / Contributors:

Digital content is delivered across multiple platforms, how are broadcasters managing
that and what are the issues in play. The final panel discussion of the convention looked
at “How Public Broadcasters Are Re-Positioning To Deliver Digital Content - The SADC
TV Channel Experience + Ways For Broadcasters To Monetise Content In The Digital
Ecosystem”

Broadcasters should be able to reposition themselves to be able to monetise their
content. This entails customising and adapting content to consumer preferences, by
firstly researching your consumer extensively to discover what kind of content they like
to watch, how they watch it, in what format do they like to watch it in and what stories
are resonating with audiences in the continent. This takes into account small details like
adapting content into a language or accent that will be lighter on the African ear and the
storyline that transcends across cultures.

Once the foundation is laid through customisation, adaptation and research then the
most important task is finding the right platform before the monetisation process can
begin. The aforementioned will then assist the channel to be sustainable by looking at
different factors like short or long-form content and the type of platform a channel
should be broadcast on.

The panel then went on to discuss the viability of the SADC TV channel
implementation, which was established to ensure that Africans are able to tell their
stories. The first crucial step towards ensuring the sustainability of the channel was
ge�ing buy-in from member states in the project. What came out more was the issue of
content aggregation, highlighting how most of the African stories that are available on
digital platforms are not told by Africans, the challenge of that is that African stories
may be distorted.

The thread throughout the discussion and the convention were also funding, which is a
hurdle that the SADC TV channel implementation project is currently faced with to
make it a success by looking at revenue optimisation and secondly the cost



optimisation, which will also allow for private partnerships to ensure that the project is
up and running.

The panel concluded that technology has given us more than one way in which we can
monetise content, whether it be on television, OTT or smaller formats. The key is
creativity, which Africa has in abundance and producing universal content that can
resonate with different countries by adapting content into the native languages of those
countries.

The biggest takeaway was that Africa should not be obsessed with the digitisation
process too quickly, as a large portion of revenue still comes from television, pay-tv and
broadcasters in the continent.

The contributors of this session are inclusive of:
- Menesia Muinjo, Chief Programming, Namibia Broadcasting Corporation
- Mncedisi Mayisela, Chairperson, SADC TV Channel Implementation Commi�ee
- Nico Mwiya, Chairperson,SABA Marketing Commi�ee
- Harish Goyal | Chief Executive (Africa) | ZEE TV(Online Participation)

Conclusions, Take-Aways and Recommendations

- Collaboration is key for the African continent to move forward
- A SABA broadcasting platform would increase competitiveness for tackling the global

market
- Broadcasters agreement on advertiser currency is essential
- Request for more training seminars
- The need for content development to match the emerging media landscape


